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The Inspiration
Classic Stone Creations

Classic Stone Creations has been designing, crafting and installing beautiful stone architecture for 
nearly 10 years. We work with architects, builders, contractors and homeowners to add timeless and 
distinctive features to private homes and estates as well as public spaces and businesses. The effect our 
artisans create, whether simple or intricate in design, is always personal and special. 

Our offerings range from simple fireplace surrounds to front entrances, columns, balustrades and 
much more. Our architectural design consultants will handle all the logistics while guiding you on 
styles and what will work best for your home. You will be so pleased to achieve your desired feel of a 
Tuscan villa, a French estate, Modernist enclave, or your own original inspiration. 

There are many benefits to adding Classic Stone to your home. While adding value and beauty, you 
are also making a smarter decision than adding a material that deteriorates over time such as stucco 
or wood. Stone is the original building material and only becomes more beautiful with time.  A well 
done beautiful cast stone fireplace or front entry adds more value, character and interest to your 
home than any other option. Classic Stone Creations’ skilled and professional team of architectural 
designers and casting artisans, serve clients from conceptual design through installation.

Cast stone has been a prime building material for hundreds of years. The earliest known use of cast 
stone dates to 12th century. Our products are real cast stone, not plaster or resin based mixtures. Our 
proprietary mixture includes very fine natural stone aggregates, and hardeners that possess the look 
and warmth of quarried limestone or Italian travertine, while often being stronger and more durable 
than cut stone.  Because of its strength and natural beauty, cast stone is ideally suited for both interior 
and exterior applications.

We truly enjoy the opportunity to work one on one with designers, homeowners and builders to 
create beautiful spaces that will be enjoyed for years to come. 

Character & Finish
Inspired by history’s exquisitely carved French limestone and Italian 
travertine, our talented artisans blend fine natural stone aggregates 
and then craft our stone with variations in hue and texture to create 
truly unique architectural elements for your home.  As in nature, no 
two stones are exactly alike, and variations in hue and texture are 
both desired and expected. 

Our finished pieces are reflections of stones quarried directly from 
the earth and chiselled by hand to your specifications. Our clients 
most often choose a sanded & light distressed finish for their exterior 
stone architecture. We can also heavily distress our stone if that is a 
finish more fitting for the desired result.  In addition, our clients often 
choose a secondary polishing technique from our artisans on their 
interior stone architecture. The result of this alternative technique is 
a slightly honed stone finish.



Front Entry & Window Surrounds
Opening statements that set the tone



Columns & Ballustrade
Highlight the highpoints of your home



Fireplaces & Rangehoods
Add to the heart and soul of

your home with these centerpieces



Decks & Borders
Create a beautiful landscapes with borders
around walking paths, gardens, and patios

Signage
To mark

the place
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